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=*= WHAT IS FIRST-HAND ROBOTICS, OR OPEN ROBOTICS?
Robotic goal sorting is the general task good robots
always do: they sort goals according to their pre-
programmed range of tasks according to what they have
also of in-programmed ethical priorities.

These goals, when very concrete, involve motor
movements; when even slightly abstract, they are some
sort of algorithm that to the programmer's mind
constitute a worthy noble type of goal.

What is right is that the robot expresses the mentality
of the programmer, anchored in a desire to serve humans
and serve also society at large as best he or she can.
The robot must be, as it were, 'in sync' with the
programmer's mind; express it rather as a good book
expresses an author's mind. This concerns every aspect of
design of hardware and software and related components and
communication: that there is a first-handedness, a direct
relationship to the items and to the data; that it is not
derived from second-hand or statistical processes any too
much; but transparent, obvious, and of handable sizes, and
with maintainable. open structures.

What must not be done is that the robot is allowed to
'program itself': for this requires lively infinite
perception of contexts, as given to living human beings
but not as available directly to any machine. There is, in
that sense, no real 'quantum computer': the highest



principles of mentality is forever disconnected to the
mechanical realm of man-made machines.

And it does not make sense to half-guide the robot for
'induction' or 'deduction' routines take over and furnish
further algorithms, or score over RFFG (ie, vaguely in the
sense of random) generated algorithms: for it, too,
requires a perception of context independent of the
mechanical. Without such perception the robot will get it
wrong; and as robots are mechanical and can be set up with
ease to make themselves, such mistakes can be multiplied
to the destructiveness that equals a kind of bomb; for
that reason, there must be strict limits as to how robots
can function.

They must not be made so as to function on interpretation
of daily life language in any way. They can function by
menues of various kind, with human pre-programmed options;
and they can play off ready-made audio recordings but not
compose anything that mimicks the natural language that
presupposes mind.

This is the concept of first-hand robotics, or open
robotics, as I philosophically formulate it and define it
in the prolongation of what I have formulated as
first-hand programming, since the Firth platform in 2006
and more ripe with the G15 PMN language and CPU concept
and OS concept after that.

=*= WHAT IS G15 PMN, FCM, FCMiii & ANN IN OPEN ROBOTICS?
In the three foregoing volumes in this 5-volume book
series entitled Art of Thinking, we have touched on all
aspects of thinking; and we have touched on the most
natural way to engage in so-called 'formal thinking' by
means of a whole number oriented, stack oriented, first-
hand programming language as formulated by this author,
G15 PMN.
  The First-Hand Computerized Mentality approach to
programming robots says that robotic programs are not
about any simulation of mind or intelligence whatsoever;
rather, it is about expressing some mindlike qualities
by means of algorithms that allow a somewhat fuzzy,
somewhat fleeting connection between the machine and its
environment, such as by means of motors for movement and
cameras for input, and such that a degree of matching over
patterns go into the approach, together with what we will
in this volume set forth completely, namely the sorting or



organisation of tasks to reflect higher-order tasks.
  Inside G15 PMN in its standard form, which is called
The Third Foundation, there is a set of routines called
FCM, and in the previous volumes we have seen some
examples that relate to this. For instance, in the G15
PMN FCM Spreadsheet, the FCM routines are used to create a
calculation spreadsheet; and in the super model theory,
which is part of the Third Foundation formulation, the
same network of nodes are used to show the varities of the
most general forms of physics and how they can be united,
including general relativity data and quantum physics
data.
  With FCMiii we are taking a fresh approach to FCM that
we also call FCM format 3. This comes after some
experimentation as to how the sometimes very complicated
tasks we wish to program robots to do, can be written in a
G15 PMN formalism with the minimum of clutter, the maximum
of clarity. It is FCM again, but simplified in how it can
be written inside G15 PMN, and fully compatible with the
Third Foundation and its FCM.
  Put simply, FCMiii is about writing one long function
for each task-node; and this function is usually not
performed directly, but rather indirectly by means of the
main FCMiii loop looking into parts of it here, and there,
and picks out warps from it and performes them. The value
of this approach is that inside the function we can have
plenty of explanatory elements, and we can also vary the
length of the data area in each function smartly, and all
this without introducing any new syntax or series of
complicated calls to set up these nodes.
  The programmer, using FCMiii to express his or her mind,
engages in a kind of 'sermony' or 'ritual' of expressions,
vaguely inspired by the Cobol language, that sets forth
each node in the FCMiii network, enhancing a sense of
there being a connection, a sense of being 'in sync',
between the programmer's mind and the algorithms he or she
expresses in a robotic programming context.
  The sense of connectedness is an analog feel, rather
than a digital feel, and we also call FCMiii for ANN,
to encourage a sense of feminine grace. In engaging in
programming in G15 PMN with FCMiii we can also say, as a
shorthand, that we are doing work in the "Ann programming
language".
  We will here see how this is done, in app #1000400, in
connection to an Avenuege G15 robot.
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